THIRD GRADE SUPPLY WISH LIST

1. A pencil bag with a zipper.
   (Please NO pencil boxes.)
2. TWO RED pens.
3. One box of sharpened pencils.
5. SIX glue sticks.
6. One hardcover marble type composition book for math
   (Please NO spirals.)
7. One subject ruled composition book (NO spirals).
8. A small box of crayons
9. A pair of sturdy scissors (for children)
10. THREE Extra Large/Jumbo Book Sox (book covers)
11. One package/box of dry erase markers
12. One set of Headphones or earbuds

*Please NOTE: Third grade students are NOT allowed to have binders.

PLEASE BE SURE TO LABEL ALL SUPPLIES WITH FIRST
NAME OR INITIALS.

Students are encouraged to bring a HEALTHY mid-morning
snack to boost energy and concentration each day.

Examples: fruit, carrots, pretzels, popcorn
PLEASE...NO NUTS, NO COOKIES, NO CANDY, NO CHIPS,
NO CHOCOLATE